
The Power of Yes: 
Through Grace, Struggles, and Action 

Reflection Questions 
Take a moment to review what you journaled following

that meditation or simply recall what transpired during

that meditation.  The purpose here is to draw more grace

from the prayer encounter, possibly to see something

more clearly. What is the fruit of returning to the previous

meditation?

What was the Lord able to do through Mary after she said

yes to the Lord? What graces and blessings did she

receive?

Mary gave us an example of complete abandonment to

the plan of salvation.  How does that inspire you?

Mary trusted completely that the grace she needed to

fulfill her call would always be there.  What about you?  Do

you have that trust that God will provide whatever you

need to respond to his call?

St. Paul asked Christ “Who are you?” Do we ever ask this

question to see Christ in our daily life?

What struggles and hardships did Paul have to endure?

What struggles and hardships have you faced or are

presently facing?

Blessed Virgin Mary Questions

St. Paul Questions



The Power of Yes: 
Through Grace, Struggles, and Action 

Reflection Questions 
Did presumption of struggle or hardship affect his

decision to say yes? Think about his transition of going

from being a persecutor of Christians to the persecuted. 

Reflect upon what Paul was able to accomplish through

the grace of Christ in his life. What has been accomplished

in your life through grace?  

What part of Carlo’s story inspired you? 

Carlo stood up for his disabled classmates no matter what

and one can only wonder if his example led others to

question their own harmful opinions and actions. When

facing injustice big and small how do you respond? How

does this reflect your own yes?

St. Paul Questions Continued

Blessed Carlo Acutis Questions


